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1. Orientation Day BCA & MCA 

 

 
 

Orientation day i.e. Introduction to College life held on august Ist in PIET. It was a warm 

welcome to students to make them familiar with the PIET Community including 

Management Members as well as Faculty Members. The function was very entertaining and 

knowledgeable also. Management including Mr. Rakesh Tayal(member BOG) , Director Dr. 

K.K.Paliwal , HOD Computer Applications Mr. Dinesh Verma and HODs of various 

departments guided students by referring them that: 

                                       “Beej bow do,fool  khilkar chaman ko bhar denge, 

                               Disha de do ye nojawaan milkar raashtra ko sawaar denge” 

 

 

 

 

 



 

2. Manali Tour 

 

 

A tour to Manali  was organized by the Department for BCA and MCA students in 2nd week of August 

2017. It helped new students to interact with their seniors, super seniors and with their teachers. 

Various activities were organized for students like trekking, rappelling, Para gliding, boating, bonfire, 

DJ  etc. It was full of fun. 

 

3. Teacher Day Celebration 

 

 



Teacher’s Day celebrated in respect to honour Dr.Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan on Sept’05 in India. It 

was celebrated to appreciate teachers in our College. Students participated in teacher’s day 

celebration. A big function was organized by students. Teachers also participated in various activities 

and games. Teachers were entitled by students. 

  

4. XQuizIT : A Technical  Quiz Competition  

 

 

A competition organized on the occasion of Engineer’s Day i.e. on the birthday of M.Vishvesvaraya, a 

pre-eminent engineer of India. A two step competition was organized by the department. In first 

round, a written paper consisting of questions on technical subjects  was conducted. In second 

round, there was on stage quiz competition among six teams. A huge number of students 

participated. Chiraag, Vinayak, Lalit, Harmeet and Kashish were declared winners . 

5. Carbuncle 2017 

 

Panipat Institute of Engineering and Technology organizes an annual sumptuous fresher’s welcome 

party i.e. Carbuncle. The purpose of this event is to welcome and make every fresher feel an integral 

part of PIET family and gear up for the challenges ahead. Jovial smiles and beaming faces marked 

the ’Carbuncle-2017’ organized in the amphitheatre on 28-29 September, 2016, a two-day event, 

which manifested overwhelming enthusiasm. 

The star attraction and talk of the town is always the star night and on this occasion the 

famous Punjabi singer, Akhil  rocked the stage with his foot tapping numbers. With pulsating 

ambience, flashing lights and foot tapping music, the party began with a blast. As the mercury began 



to rise, the dance floor was left open for some unbridled energy. The ripples of joy and happiness 

echoed in the atmosphere. 

The most awaited event of the night was the “Fashion Show” where students showcased their 

personality traits in tune with the fashion trends being followed by youngsters these days. This event 

led to the selection of Mr. and Ms., the title Ms. Personality was given to our BCA Ist year student 

Ankita. 

 

 

 

RESULT ANALYSIS OF MCA II SEMESTER(2016-19) 

First Three Positions:   



  

Roll No.  Name   Marks        Percentage  

2650036  Diksha Gambhir    560           78% 

2650032  Deepak Anand  540          75% 

2650031  Rahul BareJa  530         74% 

 

RESULT ANALYSIS OF BCA II SEMESTER(2016-19) 

First Three Positions:  

Roll No.  Name   Marks  Percentage  

6008058  Goyal Kiran Rajesh 630  78.75%  

6008052  Harvir Rathi  609  76.12%   

60080  Shubham Jain  603  75.37% 

  


